An emergency flight control system using only engine AFS 
track commands and aircraft feedback parameters are used to control the throttles. The PCA system was LSAS installed on the MD-ll airplane using software EPR modifications to existing computers.
Flight test results
show that the PCA system can be used to fly to an FADEC airport and safely land a transport airplane with an FCC inoperative flight control system. In up-and-away operation, the PCA system served as an acceptable FCP autopilot capable of extended flight over a range of FDS speeds and altitudes. The PCA approaches, go-arounds, FPA and three landings without the use of any normal flight controls have been demonstrated, including instrument GW landing system-coupled hands-off landings. The PCA HDG operation was used to recover from an upset condition.
In addition, PCA was tested at altitude with all three IAS hydraulic systems turned off. This paper reviews the ILS principles of throttles-only flight control; describes the MD-11 airplane and systems; and discusses PCA system MCDU development, operation, flight testing, and pilot ND comments. PCA PFD TRK (McDonnell Douglas Aerospace (MDA),LongBeach, California)aircrafthaveexperienced major flight control system failures andhave hadtousethrottles for emergency flightcontrol. In themajorityof cases, a crashresulted; theB-747, DC-10, andC-5Acrashes claimed over1200 lives, l
Toinvestigate theuseof engine thrust foremergency flight control, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC), Edwards, California, conducted flight,ground simulator, andanalytical studies. Oneobjective wasto determine thedegree of control available withmanual manipulation of engine throttles for various classes of airplanes. Testsin simulation haveincluded B-720, airplanes. In addition, B-747,B-777, MD-11, T-39, Lear 24,F-18,F-15,T-38,andPA-30airplanes were flighttested. Thepilotsused differential throttle control to generate sideslip, whichthrough thedihedral effect results in roll.Symmetric throttle inputs were alsoused tocontrol flightpath. Thisobjective hasshown sufficient control capability for all tested airplanes to maintain grosscontrol;flightpathand trackanglemay be controlled to withina fewdegrees. Forall airplanes tested, it is exceedingly difficult tomake a safe runway landing using manual throttles-only control 2because of problems in controlling the phugoid anddutchroll modes,slow engineresponse, and weakcontrol moments.
Toprovide safelanding capability, DFRC engineers andpilotsconceived anddeveloped a system thatuses only augmented enginethrust,calledPropulsionControlled Aircraft(PCA). A PCAsystem usespilot flightpath inputs and airplanesensorfeedback parameters to provideappropriate enginethrust commandsfor emergency flight control. This augmented systemwasfirst evaluated on a B-720 transport airplane simulation. 3
Later, simulationstudiesand flight testswere conducted onanF-15airplane to investigate throttlesonly controP and to investigatethe in-flight performance of anaugmented PCAsystem. _ThePCA system flighthardware andsoftware weredeveloped and implemented by MDA. Flighttestingincluded landings using PCAcontrol. -_ ThePCAtechnology was alsosuccessfully evaluated usinga simulation of a conceptual megatransport. 6 Another majorsimulation studyhasbeenconducted at NASAAmesResearch Center(ARC),MoffettField,California, usingthe advanced concepts flightsimulatc:. Over ,100 simulated PCA landings have been flown by more than 20 pilots] and a PCA system has been evaluated on a B-747 simulation.
As a follow-on to the F-15 PCA research, MDA and DFRC developed and tested a concept demonstration PCA system for the MD-11 transport airplane. An intermediate objective was to demonstrate controlled up-and-away flight over a flight envelope from 150 to 250kn below 15,000 ft. Another was to make low approaches to a runway that could have been continued to a survivable landing. The goal was to make actual PCA landings. To make the PCA demonstration apply to the large number of transports with two wing-mounted engines, the MD-11 PCA system primarily used only the wing engines. The PCA system used only software changes to existing digital systems on the MD-I 1. In over 30 hr of testing, the PCA system exceeded the objectives, served as a very acceptable autopilot, and performed landings without using any flight controls. _ Later tests studied PCA operation over the full flight envelope, in upset conditions, with the hydraulics turned off, and coupled to an instrument landing system (ILS) In the yaw axis, the principles are similar. The desirable geometry has the engine nozzles outboard of the inlets, so an increase in thrust would result in a favorable yawing moment. Unfortunately, this nozzle placement is not the case for many fighter airplanes that have the inlets outboard of the engines. For the MD-11 airplane, with podded engines, these inlet and nozzle effects are small.
Trim Speed Control
Once the normal flight control surfaces of an airplane are locked at a given position, the trim airspeed of the majority of airplanes is only slightly affected by engine thrust. In general, the speed will need to be reduced to an acceptable landing speed. This reduction requires developing nose-up pitching moments. Methods include moving the c.g. aft, lowering flaps, increasing the thrust of low-mounted engines, decreasing the thrust of highmounted engines, or burning off or dumping fuel.
Extending the landing gear often decreases trim speed because it requires an increase in engine thrust.
On the MD-I 1 airplane, several ways to control trim speed exist. Flaps and stabilizer trim require hydraulic power which may not always be available. The center engine may be used as a moment-generating device to change angle of attack and, hence, to control the speed.
Increasing center engine thrust has a strong nosedown pitch effect and increases the trim speed. Starting with all throttles equal, increasing thrust on the wing engines 
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Operation
The PCA system is activated by selecting FCC 1 and disabling FCC 2 by lowering the AFS override paddle switch, and pushing the autofligbt button on the FCP (fig. 8) Lateral control was evaluated at 10,000 ft with step inputs in track angle command. Track was controlled to within 1°. In addition, track captures showed no overshoot, but initial response was slow. Next, the PCA system was tested at 5000 ft. Then, the test included approaches to the runway in turbulent air.
Pitch control remained very good, track control was sluggish. On approaches it was difficult to anticipate the sluggish track response. Some gain changes improved the initial lateral control response.
Data in reference 9
show the original and improved track response. The time for a 5°track change was reduced from 22 to 17 sec; maximum bank angle increased from 4°to 6°. fig. 11 ). Based on simulation experience, the pilot selected a flightpath of-1°at 140 ft above ground level (AGL). The flightpath overshot. Then at 30 ft AGL, the sink rate was increasing to 8 ft/sec, so the safety pilot, as briefed, made a small nose-up elevator input, then allowed the airplane to touch down under PCA control. The touchdown was 25 ft left of the runway centerline and 5000 ft from the threshold at a sink rate of 4.5 ft/sec. The MD-II airplane was stopped using reverse thrust and brakes, but spoilers or nosewheel steering were not used.
The second landing used a slightly different flightpath control technique. 9 The PCA pilot made small track changes to maintain runway lineup and set the flightpath command at -1.9°for the initial part of the approach. ,'_ f-,,,. From the two landings in light turbulence, it was observed that PCA generally controlled track and pitch to within + 0.5°of command (disregarding the 1°bias in the track command). The EPR variations were normally approximately +0.1; a 0.4 EPR differential thrust was used to correct for the thermal upset. Ground effect was similar to that seen in the simulator.
The only significant problem encountered in PCA testing to this point was the sluggish and difficult to predict lateral control on approaches in turbulence. Pilots found that three or four approaches were required before adequate lineups were consistently achieved. For aft c.g., at 30,000 ft, the c.g. was shifted from 24 to 32 percent, and step response tests were conducted.
Response was good. The PCA system was tested at maximum airspeeds of 360 kn and Mach 0.83 with no degradation in performance.
The ability to recover from upsets was tested. With the PCA system turned off, the airplane was upset using the normal controls. When the desired conditions were achieved, the pilot released the controls and activated the PCA system. All recoveries were successful; the most severe recovery occurred from a 45°bank and a 7°d
ive. When engaged, the PCA logic tries to hold the commanded flightpath and track at the time of engagement.
In the upsets, the track deviates several degrees during the recovery, so after flightpath has been stabilized, the airplane returned to the reference track command. 
